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First he taught boys all about

Bart King is the author of The Big Book of Boy Stuff,
The Big Book of Girl Stuff, The Pocket Guide to
Mischief, and The Pocket Guide to Games.
Bart lives in Portland, Oregon, where he enjoys
scrapbooking and collecting bayonets.
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With its handy little size, Pocket Guide to Boy Stuff
can go everywhere boys do.

Boy Stuff

mischief and perfecting their shenanigans
against a nemesis. Next it was how to play
games—without the help of a video-game
controller. Now Bart King introduces them to all
the important stuff they need to know but adults
don’t want to tell them. From cool experiments
and essential gadgets to flying things and gross
stuff, Bart explains it all.
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Weapons!
Throughout history, weapons have mostly
been used for war and violence. That’s
bad. Still, there are some good uses for
weapons, like hunting, competitions, and
self-defense.
Boys (and men) are interested in the
weapons that are used for fighting. We
hate the need for these deadly gadgets,
but we are fascinated by them. Heck, the
high point of every James Bond film is
when 007 gets his high-tech weapons.
Secret agents in real life have also
been given some pretty strange devices.
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Allied secret agents during World War II
(1939–1945) who were dropped behind
enemy lines sometimes carried special
handkerchiefs with them. If the agent
urinated on the handkerchief, a map of
the territory they were in appeared!
These agents also had guns and knives
hidden in unusual places. Belt buckles,
gloves, mechanical pencils, and even
tobacco pipes could conceal small guns.
Some had a knife that was inside of
a pencil.
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Funny Things to Say When Someone
Barfs

“Thar she blows!”
“Abandon ship!”
“He’s got the urge to regurgitate! Throw
up all that food he ate! Vomit! Vomit!
"Yeahhhh, vomit!”
Fun Barfing Facts
★★You Make Me Want to Puke! Sea cucumbers
can squirt out some or all of their guts
when threatened. This is so disgusting,
their would-be predator leaves. The puke
is also sticky and tough. Some island
cultures squirt sea cuke puke onto their
feet like a pair of water shoes to protect
their feet while they walk around in the
water!
★★When a cow chews its cud, it’s basically
chewing its own barf!
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